Interior Design View Rotation Sushi Tei with Nuance Modern Japanese
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The development of human lifestyle also increased along with the development of entertainment venues in Surabaya. Many eateries are popping up not only sell food but also sell design atmosphere. In addition Surabaya community began to realize the importance of health, they begin to look Japanese cuisine.

Japanese sushi cuisine one of them, based fish have higher nutrient content and low in fat, so began to demand. One of the typical presentation of the sushi conveyor belt that is presenting with a conveyor belt sushi bars around the table. Restaurant with a variety of design concepts starting bermuculan in large cities such as Surabaya, by presenting a different sensation design community began to be interested. So as Sushi Tei interior design objects that would be presented with different shades, with a typical presentation of the application of conveyer belt sushi, the sushi is served dipantry display by rotating. That is a concept in the design of the floor which can rotate. Selected locations in the area west of Surabaya.

The results of interior design in the form of origami that is one hallmark of Japanese will be applied to the elements of aesthetics. In addition to the given Japanese zen garden that has a high against the Japanese philosophy will also be presented on the design with the aim of visitors can also get information about Japanese culture itself.

In designing the interior of the restaurant are both needed a special method of data collection, literature, penelusuan problems and analysis. Literature obtained from the literature, books, magazines, and information through the internet. Of these methods is expected to produce an interior design view rotation Sushi Tei Japanese with modern nuances that can achieve an approach to touch Japanese culture.
The expected result is a design view rotation sushi tei with modern nuances of Japanese, this is an attraction for visitors who want a different nuance. The goal is to provide innovative design because the longer people are starting to insist on an interior design innovation.
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